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You’ve heard the drumbeat.

Higher education struggles to

teach well.  Politicians,

students, parents, business

executives, and many more

cry out for more quality,

better curriculum, and

stronger pedagogy /

andragogy.  

  

While no list like this can be

considered comprehensive, by the

time the series concludes, it

should create a nice compilation

of experiences for your

professional development library. 

teaching.

This series will try to

showcase, exemplify,

demystify, and

deconstruct some of

the best teaching and

learning techniques

known by researchers 

Students don’t show  

differences in ability to critically

think following college.  University

professors take between 0 and 3

classes of training specific to  

                  Professional

development is spent on subject

matter alone and not on the art /

craft / science of learning, except

for adjuncts who receive no

development, despite wanting it.   

                 teach the majority of

large, freshman seminars while full

time faculty teach only a handful

of seniors or grad students.  And

the drum beats on and on and on… 

 

This series will try to showcase,

exemplify, demystify, and

deconstruct some of the best

teaching and learning techniques

known by researchers (at this time)

to help professional educators

teach better.  Note, this series is

not using “teach” synonymously

with “lecture” but instead using it

as the holistic process of

instruction, assessment, design,

reinforcement, etc.   

measurable 

Adjuncts 

https://www.jamesgmartin.center/2012/03/how-do-professors-learn-to-teach-or-do-they/
https://www.jamesgmartin.center/2017/03/college-graduates-still-cant-think/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2015/06/11/who-is-teaching-your-kids-in-college-you-might-be-surprised/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.3cfd283940d9
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The series of topics and ideas

come from a keynote address

promoting the use of

neuroscience, learning science,

education technology, and more

into the classroom in practical,

tangible ways.  For more

information on a keynote or

workshop around any of these

concepts, see the Institute for  

 

website. 

 

As well, before beginning a journey

that may take a bit of time and

tenacity to see through to the end,

it is important that you feel it is

worth your time and energy in the

first place.   

 

The ideas will come from research

and documented statistical

evidence, which will always be

cited.  After all, there is not much

more dangerous for education

than a single professor explaining

how to instruct based solely on

their own experience.  That n of 1

means almost nothing in the

grand scheme of things as the

variable of the sole practitioner

must be mitigated in order to

extrapolate for scale and

application to various contexts.  

 

 

 

  

So, while also not exhaustive, the

following works, authors, journals,

researchers, blogs, and

practitioners will be leveraged

throughout the blogs:  

Mindset (Dweck, 2007); 

Brain Rules (Medina, 2014); 

The End of Average (Rose, 2016);

Make It Stick (Brown, Roediger,

McDaniel, 2015); 

How People Learn (Bransford,

2000); 

How To Get An Idea (Foster, 2007); 

Drive (Pink, 2011); 

Now You See It (Davidson, 2012);

The Gamification of Learning and

Instruction (Kapp, 2012);

Active Learning: 101 Activities to

Teach any Subject (Silberman,

1996); 

What the Best College Teachers Do

(Bain, 2004);

Ken Robinson; George Siemens;

Jeffrey Selingo; Jackie Gerstein;

Doug Lederman; Phil Hill; Michael

Feinstien; Larry Ferlazzo; Dan Meyer;

Rob Letcher; Geoff Leigh;

Inside Higher Ed; 

WCET; 

The Chronicle; 

Educause; 

ProfHacker; 

WiredCampus; Wired Innovations; 

The Atlantic Education; 

Huff Post Education; 

Edutopia; 

Eduventures; 

NUTN

Inter-Connected Education 

https://www.iceinstitute.org/
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At the same time, here is the list of

topics to be covered.  Some of

these topics may be new to you.

Some of the concepts may simply

utilize a word or naming

convention you aren’t familiar

with, but which you perform

regularly.  Either way, consider

these a list of concepts every

instructor should be quite familiar

with!  But at the same time, know

that many of these concepts can

take a long time to master. Just as

we encourage students to practice,

act, discover, attempt, etc., specific

ideas from a subject matter, please

give yourself the same leeway

here.   

 

Again, this list is not exhaustive,

but instead was chosen because of

the importance of the concepts

while being typically foreign to

professors. 

Experts vs Novices; 

Frame vs Mechanic; 

Desirable Difficulties; 

Grit / Mindset; 

Active Learning; 

Blind Spots; 

“Do First Learning” (Do – Show –

Tell – Review – Ask); 

Generative Learning; 

Interleaving + Spaced

Repetition;

Bad Neurotransmitters: 

Glutamate & Cortisol; 

Good Neurotransmitters: 

Serotonin, Norepinephrine,

Dopamine, Endorphins; 

Pattern Recognition 

We hope that you will

enjoy each topic in the

series and that they

provide a solid

underpinning for how

you create learning

experiences for your

students. 

 

Good luck and good

learning! 



N O V I C E S ,  E X P E R T S  &

M A S T E R  T E A C H E R S  

P A R T  2
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Are you an excellent driver?

Did you know most people

believe themselves to be a

“better than average” driver?

Do you believe yourself to be

better than most parents at

parenting, better than most

people at communicating

your ideas, or better at

“common sense” thinking

that most people?  

  

Rare is the professor who hears an

inspirational keynote about

effective education who doesn’t

think, “If only so and so could hear

this!”  But if confirmation bias and

intention verses action is at work in

all of us, every instructor should

likely examine their own

effectiveness on a regular basis. So,

here is the first concept from the

series, “Teach Better” to help us all

create ‘better learning’ in various

contexts.  

 

An OER (aka – free) book that

should find its way onto every

educator’s shelf is  

           (2000).  Supported by a

grant between the National

Academy of Sciences and the U.S.

Department of Education, the

study draws on expertise from the

councils of the National Academy

of Sciences, the National Academy

of Engineering, and the Institute of

Medicine.  

The book              (Thaler, 2009)

from the 2017 Nobel Prize winning

author suggests that most people

believe themselves to be “better

than average” when it comes to

most things they do regularly.

Playing off of psychological

concepts like                            ,

most people are the heroes of

their own narrative as they only see

what they see and only know what

they know, believing deeply that

because                                       

their behaviors must also be good.

But of course, we also typically

judge ourselves by intention

whereas we judge others by

behaviors, leading to so much

disappointment and strife. 

 

As this is the human condition,

while also knowing that not

everyone can be “better than

average” at any job, no matter how

often they do it, teaching seems

ripe for examination.   

Nudge

confirmation bias

their intentions are good,

                                How People  

Learn 

https://www.amazon.com/Nudge-Improving-Decisions-Health-Happiness/dp/014311526X
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/science-choice/201504/what-is-confirmation-bias
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/dont-delay/200903/closing-the-intention-action-gap
https://www.nap.edu/read/9853/chapter/1
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One important dichotomy (of

many) the book highlights, has to

do with the notion of experts and

novices.  Augmenting this study’s

findings, Dweck (Mindset, 2007),

Davidson (Now You See It, 2011)

and Duckworth (Grit, 2016) begin

to explain behaviors performed by

experts (who may or may not also

be master teachers) which

genuinely fosters learning by

novices (students).  

 

To be sure, higher education is

filled with experts.  People who

have thoroughly studied and

made connections from their

home discipline winding out like

roots from the deepest trees to

other ancillary and interesting

disciplines walk the halls of every

college in the land.  But it is likely

not hard to imagine some of those

experts as too knowledgeable, or

perhaps better stated as having

little knowledge of other cultural,

pedagogical, or simply deemed

less-important things.  Some seem

to eat, dream, and breathe their

subject matter with little regard

for much else.  

 

Keeping in mind that students

need a lot of “connectors” between

an expert’s understanding of

something and their limited view

as a novice, we start to see the

difference between an expert and

a master teacher. 

 

Experts use jargon and heightened

language – master teachers use

language that demystifies for the

learner.  

  

It’s one thing to speak with a

professor after class, only to hear

them use words that need a

definition to define another term.

But it’s another thing entirely to

have that happen during class.

Some interesting research has

been performed regarding the       

                                     . Take an

expert performing a lecture.  When

that expert uses an uncommon

word for an audience (albeit a

common word to the expert),

there is a low likelihood of being

interrupted so as to ask for a

definition.  (This is especially true if

a student is worried they may have

missed it in the reading, etc.)  So,

novices will employ various

techniques by which to define the

term on their own.  These

techniques can range from 20-45

seconds, by which time they have

missed 100-250 words of the

lecture.  At that point, many

listeners “check out” as they have

missed too much and now give up.

How many times does a novice

need to hear a new word so as to

first habitualize its use and then

understand it?  The answer is

variable rich and will be addressed

in a later section but needless to

say, more than just a few. 

Experts use jargon and

heightened language –

master teachers use

language that

demystifies for the

learner.  

orthographic lexicon

PART  2  |  NOVICES ,  EXPERTS  &  MASTER  TEACHERS

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/TheAutonomy-of-Lexical-Orthography-Rapp-Benzing/2cc447140ce5ea3d835a8350e8bc4dc19329f506
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Experts focus solely on the

mechanics – master teachers make

sure both mechanic and frame are

involved in learning.  

 

The concept of mechanic and

frame are important.  Think back

to calculating an angle.  There are

mechanics that feed such an

equation like a working

understanding of opposite and

adjacent, measuring a tangent, etc.

Novices (students) may practice

calculating and configuring those

measures often.  Yet, when asked

how far up a wall a ladder might

go or how to determine the best

angle for that ladder, they are

paralyzed and confounded.  Why?

Because novices need to work at

framing usage of the those same

mechanics in order to truly

“understand” almost any concept. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experts focus on what first –

master teachers focus on learning

why first. In other words, master

teachers focus on learning,

whereas experts focus on

generating information or content. 

 

  

In early iterations, it was assumed

that “why” only mattered to adult

learners (andragogy), but we now

see the importance to younger

and younger learners.  But at the

end of the day, without knowing

why something is, or why

something should not, or why

something can, it is hard to argue

that a comprehensive

understanding of “it” exists. 

 

Considering the different

approaches of expert verses

master teacher behavior may help

explain why so few students come

out of an expert’s care with much

learning at all. They may be able to

perform a few mechanics (until

they slip from short-term memory)

but they struggle to figure out how

to connect those ideas back to the

bigger framework of why or when.

Simply put: they have not learned. 

 

In the next part of this series, we

will examine the frame vs the

mechanic and some of the

implications for students (novices)

when it comes to both the forest

and the trees. 

Experts focus on what

first – master teachers

focus on learning why

first. In other words,

master teachers focus

on learning, whereas

experts focus on

generating information

or content. 

PART  2  |  NOVICES ,  EXPERTS  &  MASTER  TEACHERS
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Since the invention of the

Internet, the popularity of

polls and surveys have

blossomed, most recently

becoming fodder for click-

bait and beyond.  It becomes

a “hook” to promote top 10

lists or what “most people

believe” as readers surf the

web looking for novelty,

thereby stimulating various

neurotransmitters.  

  

Poll takers refer to the allure of

summers off (which is less true

than ever before in K-20), the

power of a captive audience, and

no real-world experience being

necessary for the position.

However, another quick search of

just how hard teaching can be

might prove fruitful.  An interesting

opinion piece at Payscale.com

showcases  

 

 

But at the end of the day,

professors and instructors may just

need a thick skin, noting that arm-

chair quarterbacks abound in all

aspects of life.  As discussed in part

1, people have a natural tendency

to believe they are good at all

kinds of activities they are not truly

good at.  This ranges from

professions like education to

customer service to waiting tables,

also including professional skills

like communication or driving.   

One interesting set of polls

performed are in reference to jobs

or skills people believe they can do

as well, if not better than

“professionals.”  A simple Google

search will illustrate the point

(although be careful of pop-ups

and other potential malicious

things associated with these sites),

but you might start to notice that

one profession seems to be on

those lists much of the time:

TEACHING.  

                    8 reasons teaching is

harder than you might suspect.

https://www.payscale.com/career-news/2016/10/8-reasons-teaching-super-difficult-not-one-kids
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Yet looking at the skill of

communication, most CEO’s,

business executives, and managers

routinely suggest that

communication is both a top need

in hiring, while remaining one of

the largest deficits for employees. 

                                                      hurt

culture, impact sales, dilute brand,

destroy collaboration, and on and

on.  In other words, people who

believe themselves to be great

communicators, are often not.  

 

 

hard it can be to truly teach

another human being, while also

showcasing the kind of work a

professional educator must put in

to be effective, if not great.  

 

Please note that the terms “frame”

and “mechanic” are aggregator

concepts.  While underpinning

works like                                 

(2000), written by expert

educators and expert scientists,

engineers, and medical

professionals do not use this

terminology, they include several

other terms which all fall under

these topics.  Unfortunately

education does not have good

synonyms for frame(work) and

mechanic.  (Goal and algorithm,

context and objective, and other

terms just do not capture the right

sentiment.)  So the terms, while

not a staple in many education

programs, are designed as

umbrella concepts for this part's

purpose.  

 

Beginning with mechanics, terms

that might feed into this concept

include practice, algorithms,

objectives, sub-points,

memorizing, time-on-task, etc.

Mechanics are the ‘what’ and ‘how’

of learning.  But mechanics are (by

far) the easiest things to teach and

also the easiest things to observe

in teaching.  Look for worksheets,

flash cards, T/F or MC tests, bullet

points, or other things to practice

within a subject area to find the

mechanics.  

Communication break downs

Communication break

downs hurt culture,

impact sales, dilute

brand, destroy

collaboration, and on

and on.  In other words,

people who believe

themselves to be great

communicators, are

often not.  

This "Teach Better" series is

designed to help professional

educators find potentially new

ideas as well as implement known

concepts in new and unique ways.

It is culled together from experts

across various fields, but always

filtered through a lens of best

teaching by expert teachers.  To

that point, this part's topic of

frame and mechanic are a perfect

representation of just how - 

How People Learn 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gregsatell/2015/02/06/why-communication-is-todays-most-important-skill/#123a6fd61100
https://www.nap.edu/read/9853/chapter/1
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Mixing two commonly assumed

expertise areas from above, look at

how one might teach

communication.  There are dozens

of mechanics within a speech: eye

contact, vocal variety, reasoning,

persuasive technique, temporal

factors, proxemic usage,

transitions, story, and about 90

more go into a “basic” public

speaking rubric.  Novices and arm-

chair quarterbacks alike might tell

you that effective public speaking

is more a matter of “style” than

objective (it is not).  Experts who

are not master-teachers can

struggle with the mechanics

because they don’t likely notice

them anymore.  They consistently

use attention getters as a matter of

course and they ensure a review is

part of the conclusion without

giving it much thought.  

 

But master teachers use

mechanics in various ways.  Not

only do master instructors turn

seemingly subjective concepts into

objective measures (like the need

for at least 80% eye contact with

an audience to promote trust and

credibility), they also help students

remember the mechanics WHILE

supporting cross-reference to

similar and non-similar, supporting

concepts.  Master teachers realize

that practice assessments, flash

cards, and other (potentially)

gamified retrieval practices are

learning tools, not just assessment

tools (Make it Stick, 2015).   

 

 

Master professors ensure that

students are not practicing

mechanics in a massed / blocked

way, focusing only on one topic at

a time or solely covering one topic

for a week, then moving onto topic

two.  Instead, through a                   

                       fashion, master

instructors are able to practice

multiple concepts, variably over

time.  Again, sticking with the

public speech example, a master

educator will encourage students

to practice transitions and

conclusions as much as

introductions, helping students

overcome the natural tendency to

practice the beginning of a speech

upwards of 75% more than any

other part of a speech.  

 

The frame is decidedly harder.  It is

often harder to spot and likely

harder to teach.  Filtered through

the Bloom’s lens, frame is a higher

order skill than mechanic.  Frame

for our purposes means context,

idea, “so what?”, reason, etc.  If the

mechanics are objectives, then the

frame is the outcome or

potentially the goal.  If mechanics

are the how and what, frame is the

why, with shades of when and

where.    

                                           spaced, 

intermittent

https://www.psychologicalscience.org/observer/desirable-difficulties
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Sticking with our public speaking

example, frames are a filter or lens

by which to ensure the mechanics

work appropriately.  The big ideas

a speaker should use to inform a

speech include audience analysis,

perception vs reality, Aristotle’s

underpinnings of ethos (credibility)

/ pathos (emotion) / logos (logic) /

and mythos (story), informing vs

persuading vs speaking

ceremonially, and more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is important to note that there is

not necessarily a 1 to 1 relationship,

but instead a healthy amount of

overlapping and intertwining.

Perhaps in specific science or

math examples, but even then,

there are likely multiple frames

and shared mechanics across

frames.  In our example here,

simply knowing the frame of

Aristotle’s Canons would certainly

be better than no frame at all, but

not nearly as powerful as

dovetailing it with audience

analysis and more, with various

mechanics feeding both umbrella

concepts.  In other words, if you

were to concept map it, there

would be a lot of crossing lines,

differentiated colors, and shared

circles.  

 

Master teachers ensure that

novices are changing strategy or

direction for an upcoming

presentation based on the

audience in the room, how much

internal credibility the speaker has,

and whether examples should be

emotional narratives more than

logical video clips.  Novices

typically do not filter by a larger

frame at all and expert (non-

master) teachers unconsciously

change style and format for the

situation at hand, but struggle to

explain this to students.  

 

It's hard to completely see frame

vs mechanic at work, but think of

it this way.  Trying to be apolitical,

see if you can look at the following

solely from a public speaking

perspective:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While no person is the same in

every situation, every time, these

politicians have a decent body of

work to draw from.  Hopefully it

helps exemplify usage of either

mechanic, or frame, or both within

our communication example. 

Frames are a filter or

lens by which to ensure

the mechanics work

appropriately. 

Good at mechanics, less so at

frame: George Bush Sr., Hillary

Clinton, Mitt Romney, Al Gore 

Good at frame, less so at

mechanics: Jimmy Carter,

Donald Trump, George W. Bush,

Ted Kennedy 

Good at frame AND good at

mechanics: Ronald Regan, Bill

Clinton, Paul Ryan, Barack

Obama 
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If you are a master teacher (one

way to tell is whether or not you

read this entire piece and are now

looking up the links, seeking more

information, and personalizing the

concepts…) you are now likely

working to determine your frames

and mechanics.  They live on a

continuum as sometimes a

concept can be fitted into both

categories (which is a very high

level way of thinking, by the way).

Identification of frames and

mechanics should be part of the

strategy for students, although

identification alone is a lower-level

skill and should not be weighted

very heavily.  But ideally, every

mechanic fits within a frame and

every frame has a list of associated

mechanics. 

 

The next part of this series will

discuss how to teach concepts in a

state of disequilibrium and why

trying to make learning “easy” is

typically the wrong approach.  But

until then, deconstructing your

important concepts into frames

and mechanics is a crucial step in

curriculum management AND

better teaching. 
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Gamification is academic

speak for creating a learning

game which attempts to

motivate students differently

while also making learning

enjoyable. It has tremendous

promise and, when

performed effectively, can be

a (pardon the pun) game

changer in the classroom.  

  

Some instructors attempt to

gamify curriculum through points

and badges, effectively using the

least interesting / motivating part

of game mechanics to somehow

motivate students.  Some

professors create a gamified

experience they would enjoy,

without considering the

generation / student type(s) they

are creating the game for.  

 

Similarly, we find a crucial concept

to learning as the creation of

desirable difficulties.                         

          gave the grouping of

concepts a name and are a few of

the current scientific-evangelists

regarding this powerful concept.

But many of these concepts have

been discussed by educational

theorists since             , who argued

for learning to be constructive,

practical, and reflective.  More and

more                 from cognitive

scientists, education psychologists,

and learning specialists have come

together in the past two decades

to give validation to the power and

importance of these concepts.  

 

 

But for every epic win in a higher

education classroom, there are

likely a greater number of 

where gamification did not

change the experience in a

positive way.  Like MMORPG’s, the

education landscape is littered

with the bloody and bruised who

could not get a classroom game to

work.  

 

Why those games did not work is a

massive body of evidence in need

of a forensic expert.  But it is likely

safe to say that some of the

problems can be grouped into

high-level themes.  Karl Kapp

(Gamification of Learning and

Instruction, 2012) explains how to

avoid                                                 

in gamification, but also shines a

light on typical errors practitioners

make.  Some teachers seem to

spend too little time truly

understanding educational

gamification (vs assuming they

know what a “game” is) so as to

incorporate it effectively into

curriculum.   

fails

avoid many of the missteps

                                     Bjork and  

Bjork

Dewey

research

http://www.gettingsmart.com/2016/12/gamification-successes-and-failures-higher-education/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/groupthink/2014/09/10/gamification-myths-debunked-how-to-sidestep-failure-and-boost-employee-learning/#3f178ad25b9b
https://www.psychologicalscience.org/observer/desirable-difficulties
https://www.univie.ac.at/constructivism/archive/fulltexts/1134.pdf
https://onlinelearninginsights.wordpress.com/2015/07/21/make-your-teaching-stick-with-ideas-from-make-it-stick-the-science-of-successful-learning/
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"One of the greatest insights in the last
20 years that has serious potential to
improve classroom teaching has been
Robert Bjork's concept of desirable
difficulties (Bjork, 1994; McDaniel &
Butler, in press), which suggests that
introducing certain difficulties into the
learning process can greatly improve
long-term retention of the learned
material. In psychology studies thus far,
these difficulties have generally been
modifications to commonly used
methods that add some sort of
additional hurdle during the learning or
studying process." 
 

One might even take it so far as to

assume less-than-effective means

of communication makes

something difficult to learn,

therefore making that channel or

process desirable.  

 

But desirable difficulty is not about

how difficult a concept is, but

about how attainment of that

concept was administered in

reference to how the brain

decodes, encodes, stores, and

retrieves information.  Desirable

difficulties speak as much to

instruction as to learning with

filters like spaced repetition,

retrieval, problem-finding /

puzzling over reading, changing

learning settings, making learning

material less clearly organized, and

even using fonts that are slightly

harder to read.  All are examples of

desirable difficulties.  

 

But it should be noted that some

of the desirable difficulties within

the education context can be just

as uncomfortable for instructors as

they are for students.  The example

of massed / blocked instruction is

an easy observation.  How often

does the semester schedule follow

a topical pattern of 1 week = 1

topic?  For a single week, all

instruction, assessment, and

presumed learning occurs around

that topic.  It is covered with

breadth and depth (or at least as

much as 1 week allows), with all

focus and attention being on that

subject.   

Yet desirable difficulties, much like

gamification, are easy to mess up.

While we are starting to see the

importance of making learning a

struggle to one degree or another,

there are easily identified points of

possible failure.  For example,

practitioners, particularly in higher

education, have associated difficult

with words like ‘rigor’ or

‘exhaustive.’  That is to say, there is

a belief that a curriculum is more

valuable if it is larger than it used

to be, at a level higher than it once

was, etc.   

                                        (Psychology Today,  
2011)
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Known as Interleaving, moving

onto a new topic before the first

topic is “complete” is not only hard

for students, making learning feel

more ‘chaotic’ than they are

comfortable with, it is also very

hard for instructors who struggle

to see gains from students in an

easily observable way.  So,

professors stick with topical,

massed instruction as it fits easily

into their short-term paradigm

instead of doing what is best for

student learning holistically.  

 

There is an irony to this concept

that may have other cognitive /

behavioral science behind it.

Educators sometimes lament the

lack of maturity or foresight

students have (or don’t have),

because they seem unable to look

at the importance of any concept

for their own            .  The irony is

this may not be a maturity issue at

all, but a human issue.  Even

professors can struggle to choose a

real learning paradigm over a

known, “fake” learning paradigm. 

Then, the next week, topic 2 is

introduced.  Often, topic 1 is not

revisited until a mid-term or final

exam, with only passing nods

given to it as a concept

throughout the rest of the class.  It

is also assumed by both the

instructor and the learner that this

topic has been learned, in the

whole sense of that term.  

 

However, Bjork and Bjork proved

that making learning too easy and

straightforward, as in this type of

blocked / massed instruction, can

cause a misleading boost in

retrieval strength without causing

the deeper processing that

encourages long-term retention

afforded by higher storage

strength.  In other words, it may

(although not guaranteed) help a

student with short-term gains of

remembering the concept.

However, long-term retrieval will

almost always fail.  So, while it

appears that this style of

instruction and learning (massed)

is optimal to the naked eye, it is

actually not useful in any way, with

forgetting taking place almost

immediately upon exit of the

course, if not sooner.  This starts to

explain department meeting

conversations where upper

division professors question lower

division instructors about whether

or not they “taught” a subject,

which students seem to have

forgotten by the time they reach

the 300 or 400 level class. Of

course students forgot the

information.  

future
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Medina goes as far as to finish a

section on learning with this

passage, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Educators are fighting a historical

battle with regard to setting.

Classrooms were socially

engineered against this exact

concept.  The origin of the

classroom as we know it was

standardized in the late 1800's by

education architects like

Cubberley, who said, 

 

. 

Researchers have recently

discovered just how difficult this

concept is for all humans.  We

struggle mightily to                           

                   in a real, meaningful

way. Humans literally think of their

future selves as strangers (at best)

or enemies (at worst).  After all,

why would current “me” deprive

myself of something to save

money for future “me?”  

 

That is likely part of what is at work

here.  Students struggle to see why

long-term retrieval of topics and

concepts will matter, just as much

as faculty struggle to look past

today’s lack of understanding by

students to tomorrow’s optimized

usage of information instead.  In

other words, why would current

professor see poor grades on

assessments to find better grades

on assessments for future

professor?  (And shouldn’t this

entire concept change how we

think of and administer

assessments in the first place?) 

 

Not to belabor massed instruction,

let us quickly examine a few other

desirable difficulties.  Changing

the learning settings is another

strategy that might prove harder

for the practitioner than the

student, but is a crucial way to

learn.  Again, Medina augments

what Bjork, Smith, and Glenberg

(1978) found: students need

changes to setting, including use

of movement, standing, sunshine,

and other factors to stay “fresh” as

they learn, but also to

contextualize and be able to

retrieve information without place

reinforcement.   

“As I was writing Brain Rules, it hit me
[that] if you wanted to design a learning
environment that was directly opposed
to what the brain is naturally good at
doing, you would design something like a
classroom.” 
 

"All focus must remain at the front for
the teacher [manager], the chalkboard,
and the information, with students in
rows, quietly reading books, and
absorbing information, only speaking
when spoken to and only taking breaks
when bells ring.  Promoting isolation and
fear will create the working class
America needs (How Teachers Taught,
Cuban, 1984)." 
 

                                    think about 

the future
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What seems right or wrong about

their peer’s heart?  Ask them to

label the most important (say 4-6)

things about a heart that a

beginner should know.  Then

display all the hearts up on a

screen.  How many hearts are

symmetrical?  Why is that wrong?

How does asymmetry help us

understand the heart better,

regarding pumping and pulling of

blood through the system?  Low-

fidelity, less organized methods

are a desirable difficulty every

professor should leverage.  

 

If classroom structure was

designed to isolate and create fear,

it becomes obvious that the

desirable difficulty of changing

setting makes sense.  Yet, it begs

the question of how often

classrooms are still set with desks

in rows, a lone speaker at the front,

and students quietly reading or

directing all attention to one

specific place. 

 

Finally, organization of materials

should avoid a “spoon-fed” format,

asking students to actively

participate in their own planning,

organization, and encoding.  This is

as true of creating perfect

handouts as it is using high

definition, high fidelity images

during a presentation, even

including fonts that require a

second look.  Aligning with             

                          theory and ensuing

studies, the following example

should be extrapolated to other

disciplines: 

 

Say an anatomy professor was

teaching students about the heart.

Rather than spending minutes /

hours doing a Google Image

search to find the perfect, highly

labeled, crystal clear picture of a

heart, then putting that image in

front of students during a lecture,

master teachers should take

another angle.  Ask students to

draw their own heart.  (This is

especially workable if using shared

whiteboard technology.)  Then, ask

students to collaborate.   

cognitive load
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This series is designed to help

point out, define, and find ways to

apply the desirable difficulties, but

it is the onus of the instructor to

dig deeper.  After all, do no harm is

one thing when the harmful

behavior is not known to be

harmful, but altogether different

when it is known but ignored.  Part

1 of Desirable Difficulties was a bit

more theoretical, part 2 will “talk

turkey” about what this actually

starts to look like in the real world

(classroom). 

 

Do you see the power of

disequilibrium, especially when

created as a barrier that is not too

hard but not too easy?  Do you see

the value of making learning “less-

easy” so as to produce better

results?  For one last example,

think about how Dan Meyer

approaches math and science.

Once a “whiz kid” of design, this

former Jr/Sr High teacher, now a

PhD from Stanford, helps K-20

educators create do-first learning.

(That is learning that does not start

by telling students what to think,

but allowing them to try

something.)  By getting students

to attempt to answer a question,

bet on a condition that does not

seem math-based but in fact is, or

simply put a guess on the record

to a highly complex, variable-rich

problem, Meyer is not only

leveraging generative learning (a

later topic), but also desirable

difficulties, leading to motivation

and a willingness to try.  

This series is designed

to help point out,

define, and find ways to

apply the desirable

difficulties, but it is the

onus of the instructor

to dig deeper. 
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The night before his

wedding, a man walks into a

convenience store with three

of his friends.  About to start

the bachelor party, they are

fueling up for the night.  The

best-man and the groom go

up to the counter where they

see a display for “Your Lucky

Day” – a new lottery

game.  The best-man eyes

the groom and says, “Well,

tomorrow is your lucky day,

right?”  

  

At its core, disequilibrium is what

differentiates a story from a list or a

report.  A report, like a story, might

have an introduction.  Both likely

also have a conclusion, and

sometimes include characters, a

setting, transitions, etc.  But a

report is often just a (re)telling of

elements in sequential order.  X

happened, then Y happened, then

Z happened, etc.  But a

(legitimate) story creates turmoil in

the receiver’s mind.  What will

happen?  How will they get out of

this?  Won’t that come back to

harm them?  I don’t get why that

happened!  And in a good story

that struggle is on-going, but more

importantly, it is also compelling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A quick asterisk to individuality

and compulsion.  It is easy to write

the overly-simple statement that

different people are compelled by

different things.  Most readers will

easily nod their head in

agreement, but it is important to

say that the point is not trivial.

Sticking with a story example for a

moment longer, while

disequilibrium is a story factor, not

all disequilibrium is equally

compelling to all viewers or

listeners.   

 

 

 

 

They purchase a ticket and head

back to the car with their group in

tow, actually forgetting about the

ticket by the time they reach the

automobile... 

 

If the story were to continue,

discussing almost anything – the

party, the conversation of the

group, etc., the receiver of the story

would have a gnawing question

sitting at the back of their mind.

Was that lottery ticket a winner?

Why did the author tell us about a

lottery ticket?  Is this a true story?

Did the newlyweds come into

money on their wedding day?  

 

That feeling is disequilibrium.

Notice it is not bad (which is why

disequilibrium is likely a better

word than ‘conflict’ when

describing the make-up of a story),

but it is compelling.  You

practically need to know the

answer. 

Different people are

compelled by different

things.  
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These Goldilocks (not too hot, not

too cold) concepts are out there,

but they take thought and effort.

They take consideration, strategy,

reflection, failure, trying again, and

more to succeed.  But these

cognitive load tasks of “just right”

learning assets should be

complimented with other

desirable difficulties too.  For

example:  

 

                                                  – As

we noted in the last part of the

series, while it is uncomfortable for

students (and some instructors) to

move onto a new topic before

completely exhausting the first

topic, it is crucial for long-term

learning. Perhaps technology can

help. Technologies now exist to

help us with a concept originally

identified by Hermann

Ebbinghaus – the Forgetting Curve.

 Software (getting better every day)

can identify an individual’s

personal rate of decay regarding

information.  Because researchers

and neuroscientists already know

that if we can ask for retrieval of a

learned concept JUST prior to

forgetting, the amount of time

needed before the next retrieval is

greater.  This is difficult in a

classroom setting for obvious

reasons, as we have no idea what

an individual forget curve looks

like, so we must perform this

retrieval practice in a more varied

fashion.   

 

 

Horror stories like The Purge or

SAW might be extremely

compelling to some whereas

others will not care at all about the

premise, nor the conflict.  To

others, the disequilibrium created

by a story of lovers or a story about

lost animals might be emotionally

compelling to the point of tears,

while others yawn at the thought,

not worrying about whether the

dogs will make it home.  

 

Likewise, students have quite

individual affinities, concerns, and

are motivated by a wide spectrum

of things.  Yes, because scalability

matters, we should always strive to

create as few motivators as

possible so as to reach our entire

audience.  However, rare is the

exception that teachers might

create only a single compelling

question, idea, or initiative by

which to capture and keep the

attention of all students.  Variety

matters. 

 

So how do we create challenges,

hurdles, quests, and questions that

are compelling?  How do we

ensure the tasks we leverage and

the concepts we study are not so

difficult they see regular rage quit

by our students?  How do we

leverage issues that are not solely

interesting to us, but to our

learners, circumventing a

propensity for boredom by a group

who can have difficulty seeing the

importance of most anything?  

Space, Repetition / Retrieval
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To practically exemplify this

important concept, one needs look

no further than Dan Meyer.  A

former junior/senior high math

and science teacher, Dan Meyer

went on to get a Doctorate in

Mathematics from Stanford and he

now serves as the Chief Academic

Officer at               . 

However, he also speaks and

provides professional development

around the globe regarding how

to create learning within the

context you have just read about. 

 

 

This is why student-teacher recaps,

practice tests, flash cards, and

gamed (curricular) trivia are quite

helpful.  But whether we leverage

technology or not, it is a crucial

desirable difficulty to include in

our teaching. 

 

                           , sometimes

referred to as puzzling, notes that

there is a moment of fantastic

synapse connectedness as a

person uncovers a pattern for the

first time.  In an fMRI machine, the

learner’s brain lights up like the

4th of July night sky.  Medina

(Brain Rules, 2014) covers the

power of pattern recognition and

finding in his book, but the key is

allowing students to assemble the

pieces of a framework (the

mechanics) by themselves, so as to

create that framework.  Ensuring

we do not spoon-feed students

with frameworks, but also ensuring

that they have uncovered them

(seemingly by themselves) is a

powerful desirable difficulty. 

 

                                    – Learning is

stronger when students invest

more energy and effort looking for

a solution.  This solution may even

be completely foreign to students.

A professor might present a

problem at the start of class,

letting the students try to figure it

out. Ideally, students should

struggle, although not to the point

of rage-quit. But those moments of

struggle help motivate them later,

illustrating that they truly must

learn X if they are to know X. 

Pattern finding

Generative Learning

Desmos
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But, like any skill, it should be

nurtured, practiced, but not

abandoned over time.  Modeling

grit, tenacity, and resiliency,

professors should master this new

paradigm.  Taking a page from

change management books, that

new paradigm may evolve like this:

Resistance --> Mockery -->

Usefulness --> Habitual --> Finding

Efficiencies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is not until something is

mastered that it can be tinkered

with, pulled apart, and made

better for an individual context.

One might argue that learning to

master desirable difficulties is…

difficult.  

 

In the next part of this series, we

will examine some chemical

"cocktails" - neurotransmitters

instructors should avoid and

others they should attempt to

leverage in order to create an

optimal learning context.  

 

One (of many) examples

demonstrated via social video,

Meyer records a large glass

container being filled with water

via a hose.  He plays the video

recording for his class.  He asks the

class of complete novices, “How

long until the container is full?”  His

students have no idea.  His

students have very little

understanding of how the

mechanics they know might be

cobbled together to answer such a

frame-based question.  But it does

not stop them from guessing.  In

fact, if Mr. Meyer were to sweeten

the pot with a “best guess” prize,

now even more students are

willing to take a chance.  After the

guesses have been recorded, he

asks them to talk it out. 

Eventually, someone says they

need to know the speed at which

the water is coming out of the

hose.  Another student asks how

many gallons the container will

hold.  Some especially clever

students want to use time and a

ruler against the video screen,

rather than doing the scientific

equation creation.  But the

conversation leads to multiple

teachable moments by a master

teacher. 

 

Desirable difficulties lead to better

learning.  It may not feel as

comfortable as we are used to, but

the research is undeniable.  At the

same time, this strategy for

learning may be entirely foreign to

an instructor.  

It is not until

something is mastered

that it can be tinkered

with, pulled apart, and

made better 
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Can the Earth hold 10 Billion

people?  

 

It is a valuable conversation

to be having right now,

especially as scientists,

economists, nutritionists,

climatologists, and other

experts suggest our planet

and our people are going to

struggle as we get closer and

closer to that number.   

What does that have to do with

teaching and learning?  It’s a fair

question, but read one last

paragraph about the concept and

see if it starts to become clearer.  

 

A Goldilocks planet is a planet that

falls within a star's habitable zone,

and the name is often specifically

used for planets close to the size of

Earth. From the classic tale of the

three bears, the concept is simple

enough.  Find porridge that is not

too hot, nor too cold.  The same

thing applies to planet hunting.  A

Goldilocks planet is one that is

neither too close nor too far from a

star to rule out liquid water on its

surface and thus life (as humans

understand it) on the planet.

Obviously, the planet has to be

amenable to hold oxygen, sustain

plant and animal life, and other

necessitates for human existence.

So, researchers scour the universe

with probes, super telescopes, and

other tools to find such a planet.

So far, after looking at (literally)

billions of planets, scientists

believe they have a list of 219

possibilities, the closest being a

mere 40 light years away (235

trillion miles). 

 

 

 

 

Water, food, land, pollution, supply,

demand, fuel, and many more

issues are magnified with every

new person on Earth.  While some

countries are seeing fewer babies

born in the past decade (the USA),

some countries have more than

made up for the downturn.  (There

are some countries in the world

where the average woman has 6-7

children.)  

 

As a result, some who are looking

to the heavens.  Beyond           

(who is guarded with his reasons

for a Mars colony, but has eluded

to everything from World War III to

planet killing asteroids), there are

those who wonder how the

human race will not just survive,

but thrive.  Earth II may sound

more like a movie than our reality,

but several organizations,

including NASA are looking for

another                    planet to call

home.  

Elon Musk

Goldilocks

https://www.space.com/40112-elon-musk-mars-colony-world-war-3.html
https://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2012/29mar_goldilocks
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If you still have not guessed what

this has to do with learning,

consider this.  The number of

variables associated with finding a

new planet are numerous.  Just

one “bad” variable and the whole

search would be called off.  Yet,

look at learning from the same

mathematical perspective.  How

many variables are involved in truly

learning something?  Thousands?

Millions? More?  And any single

variable might derail the learning

process at any time, proving too

hot or too cold.  Hunger,

depression, dehydration, lack of

scaffolding, and on and on are all

potential education killers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This series has already examined

several context-based ways to

create a learning rich paradigm.

But if one looks beyond the

learning environment, on a brain-

chemical level for instance, far

more variables are created.  From a

chemical perspective, the next

part in the series will illustrate how

to create a desirable “chemical

cocktail” for learners. But we

should also note ways to

(hopefully) avoid negative synaptic

experiences.  Here are two

neurotransmitters that could easily

qualify as “too hot” or “too cold” for

learners.  

 

 

  

                   : It is important to state

that neuroscientists really struggle

to agree on much of anything.

While this likely suggests non-

brain scientists should take serious

note of any concepts that happen

to be agreed upon, it makes things

very frustrating if you are seeking

brain-based recommendations for

students.  These next two parts of

the series, will try to speak to

(mostly) agreed upon ideas from

the cognitive science realm.

Glutamate is an example of this. 

 

First, it must be stated that

glutamate is crucial to brain

function.  In an over-simplified

description, glutamate is part of

the central nervous system and is

called an excitatory neuron.  As the

main excitatory neurotransmitter,

glutamate sends signals to the

brain supporting cognitive

function, memory, learning, and

more.  So why would we want to

avoid glutamate as an educator? 

 

 

Any single variable

might derail the

learning process at any

time 
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It’s not avoidance of glutamate, as

much as the avoidance of too

much glutamate.  This

neurotransmitter definitely falls

into the category of “too much of a

good thing…”  When glutamate is

created in large doses, it does not

act like grease for your brain’s

engine, but instead seriously

disrupts it.  Glutamate, during

times of crisis or high anxiety,

literally launches out of the spinal

column so as to “eat” neurons.

Why?  Most scientists believe this is

one way our brains protect us.  If a

bear is charging you in the woods,

you do not need your neurons

firing around why that is

happening.  You just need to run!

 Glutamate helps you act, instead

of thinking too much.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can you see the dilemma with

high anxiety issues like testing,

performances, or other high-stakes

experiences?  We literally must

desensitize ourselves to those

situational contexts, thereby taking

the anxiety out of the equation if

we want to perform effectively.   

 

If not, we can likely have our own

systems start “eating” the neurons

which we need in order to process,

recall, or apply.  Simply adding a

potential “major” penalty to an

assessment can make a

competent person fail. 

 

But things aside from penalties

can bring on anxiety.  Feelings of

being alone or overly unique can

make some people feel anxious.

Bullying, self-esteem, lack of

mindset, lack of friendships, lack of

networks, and more can lead

people to become overwhelmed

and anxious, thereby making

functional learning very difficult. 

 

So, creating experiences that

promote socialness, affirming

people as respected, likable, and

capable, while also allowing for

collaborative, positive outcomes

can make all the difference in the

world.  

Simply adding a

potential “major”

penalty to an

assessment can make a

competent person fail 
Creating experiences

that promote

socialness, affirming

people as respected,

likable, and capable,

while also allowing for

collaborative, positive

outcomes can make all

the difference in the

world 
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               You have likely heard of

Cortisol.          , Newsweek, and

others have reported on this

“stress” hormone as a significant

health risk, potentially leading to

premature death.  Studies have

shown that cortisol can be

“contagious” as students feel more

stress when teachers are burned

out.  In education contexts,

Cortisol can be quickly created by

criticism, grades without

meaningful feedback, and even     

                  flooding the system with

the desire to oversleep / under-

sleep, over-eat / under-eat, and

other depressed exhibitions.  

 

                 , while hard extrapolate

to everyone, is essentially stems

from a lack of engagement,

motivation, or connection.  It may

be difficult to say what causes

boredom for every student, as

people are so different.  But rather

than taking a defensive posture

around this serious issue, going on

the offensive might be a better

strategy.  Varied learning,

sometimes thought of as

differentiated, individualized, or

even personalized learning offers a

great deal of promise against

bored students.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While there are dozens of

examples, there are various

themes within varied learning that

should be viewed as a filter for

every learning context.  The

amount of time spent on any

single activity should be

intentional; fluctuating approaches

to tell, show, do, review, and ask

moment should be done with

purpose; helping students work

through mechanics by which to

determine frames, surrounded by

support and praise should be part

of most workflows.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Educators definitely want to stay

away from bad chemical cocktails

like glutamate and cortisol if

possible.  With strategies in place,

as well as knowledge regarding

how these neurotransmitters work

and (more importantly) how to

avoid them, we can create learning

experiences that help students get

the most out of their brains. 

 

The next part of the series will look

at those Goldilocks hormones and

how they can help students

achieve success.  

We can create learning

experiences that help

students get the most

out of their brains 

Cortisol:

Time

boredom,

 

Boredom
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Blockchain - Brains - Clickbait 

 

Did any of these terms peak

your interest?  The three

concepts (above) have

actually been shown to

increase website traffic,

purchases, and attention in

extremely dramatic ways 

  

When dovetailed with more

academic works like Brain Rules

(Medina, 2006), Make It Stick

(Brown, Roediger, McDaniel, 2015),

How People Learn (Bransford,

2000), and Drive (Pink, 2011), one

starts to gain a better

understanding of how

neurotransmitters impact the

brain, and therefore impact

learning. 

 

In the last part of this series, we

examined the notion of a

Goldilocks concept being “just

right”, while we also explored

potentially “too hot / too cold”

neurotransmitters in glutamate

and cortisol.  Now let us explore

four brain chemicals that can

create a strong chemical cocktail

for learning, especially when used

together. 

 

Let us start with serotonin.  At first

glance it may appear that

serotonin is very difficult to

influence in a student population.

Serotonin is an inhibitory

neurotransmitter that has been

found to be directly related to

emotion and mood, ultimately

regulated by sleep, nutrition,

fitness, and other life factors.  Too

little serotonin has been shown to

lead to problems with anger,

obsessive-compulsive disorder,

depression, and even suicide.  Too

little may also lead to an increased

desire for carbohydrates and

trouble sleeping, which can create

a loop of depression and other

emotional disorders. 

                       (a British company)

changed its name to ‘Blockchain’

and saw shares skyrocket upwards

by 394%.  People are more likely to

believe findings from a

neuroscience study when the

report is paired with a colored

image of a brain as opposed to

other representational images of

data such as bar graphs, according

to a new           from Colorado State

University.  Newspaper readers are

also far more likely to read a piece

with a brain image than the exact

same piece without.                  has

seen some click-thru rates on

Facebook and sporting sites in the

tens of millions.  

 

What does all of this have in

common?  Neurotransmitters 

 

“                          ”, by Oren Klaff is a

mix of communication, persuasion,

sales, marketing, filtered through a

lens of brain science.  It is not an

education book per se, but it does

touch on these points from the

perspective of how we motivate,

grab attention, and speak to

human audiences (whether

students or otherwise).   

Clickbait

study

On-Line PLC

Pitch Anything
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While sleep, healthy eating,

exercise and other serotonin-

inducing behaviors may not be

within an educator’s control, and

until policy makers and

administrators actually push for

changes that encourage serotonin-

related student success efforts (like

learning experiences based on the

time of day people learn best vs

forced class times, or erasing the

notion that time equals learning at

all…), try to set your class (and

yourself) up for as much success as

possible.  Ideal learning times (for

the widest swath of population)

are 10:30am – 2pm, based on

natural serotonin fluctuations

(which can be connected to

circadian rhythms, etc).  As well,

limit other negative

neurotransmitter influences like

sugar substitutes, MSG, casein

(cheeses), which can spike the

system with glutamate, the toxic,

neuron killer that inhibits learning

and memory.  Inform students,

parents, other professors,

administrators and the like about

the influence of this regulating

hormone, potentially even creating

curriculum to help learners

understand the value of stasis.  

 

While serotonin may be

augmented and supported

through ancillary means, the last

three chemicals in this cocktail

can be influenced directly.  The

next synaptic response is

described by Mr. Klaff (who is not a

scientist, but rather an aggregator /

relator of findings) as the ‘cocktail

of attention’ consisting of two

crucial brain chemicals.  

  

Dopamine and norepinephrine

should be a filter for architects of

learning, both separately and also

together.  

 

Norepinephrine can be described

as the chemical that occurs when

a person feel disequilibrium,

tension, or conflict.  Note, it does

not have to be negative

emotionally, but when a person

feels a compelling question, a

challenge, or some other

discomfort that simply must be

resolved, norepinephrine is at

work.  Too much norepinephrine

creates anxiety, leading to

glutamate over-production.  Too

little norepinephrine creates

boredom, leading to cortisol

flooding the system.  But the

Goldilocks notion of

norepinephrine is just right for

students who continue working

toward an answer.  

 

Dopamine might best be

described as the, “you can do it”

hormone.  Dopamine is not

associated with the excitement of

getting a reward, but of

anticipating said reward.

Dopamine’s release feels desirable

to people as it associates with

feelings of ability or obtainability.

This is, “the thrill of the hunt,”

people describe.  Dopamine is

often seen in people exercising as

they push toward a goal, time, or

finish line.  
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But Klatch brings these two

chemicals together in a practical

state, surmising that when a

person is feeling both desire and

tension, that person is paying

(genuine) attention.  Want to give

a dopamine kick and create desire

in students?  Offer a reward.  Want

to give a norepinephrine kick and

create tension?  Try taking

something away, creating a

challenge that is hard but

obtainable, noting a problem

worth fixing, etc. 

 

So how do educators promote that

cocktail in a student’s system and

gain / keep attention?  Novelty. 

The human brain is stimulated by

surprise because our world is

fundamentally unpredictable.  This

is why television viewing, gaming,

and web surfing are so pleasing to

the human brain.  These activities

represent minute after minute of

motion based, new, and

interesting (although not fear-

inducing) information.  So, great

teachers or presenters create

novelty by violating the audience's

expectations in a pleasing way.

Novelty in the form of an

unexpected gain gives the brain a

blast of dopamine. On the other

hand, if an anticipated reward is

too hard. leading to 'rage-quit' by

the learner, glutamate takes over.  

 

  

Similarly, if the reward never

comes to fruition, then dopamine

goes away, and negative feelings

begin to creep in.  Likewise,

novelty in the form of a problem

deemed too complex to even

attempt does not produce

norepinephrine, but cortisol

instead, changing the cocktail

from attention to boredom.  This is

why “gamified” experiences of

simply adding points or scores to a

learning experience are likely

described by Karl Kapp (The

Gamification of Learning and

Instruction, 2012) as the least

interesting part of a game.  These

components do not make a game,

but rather conflict, challenge, and

skill make up a game.  Likewise,

educators who create “        ”

(Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, 2010),

which is just enough challenge

requiring just enough skill, enter

the Goldilock’s zone of learning,

seeing students who are both

motivated and even find that

learning time “flies by.” 

Great teachers or

presenters create

novelty by violating the

audience's expectations

in a pleasing way.  

flow 
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Which leads to the Goldilocks

neurotransmitter in the ultimate

learning cocktail: endorphins.

Endorphins (short for “endogenous

morphine”) are structurally very

similar to opioids (opium,

morphine, heroin, etc.) and act

similarly.  (Opioid drugs literally

work by attaching to endorphin’s

receptor sites.)   Endorphins

impact pain reduction and

pleasure.  

 

But endorphins can be wrapped

around cognitive activities as well.

Spikes of endorphin release can be

seen when attaining the reward

promised (dopamine), through

triumph associated with strenuous

physical activity, when a challenge

(norepinephrine) has been

overcome, or a puzzle has been

assembled.  In fact, pattern finding

(vs problem solving) leads to an

almost perfect chemical cocktail

with fMRI and PET scans

illustrating the release of

norepinephrine, dopamine, and

endorphins all within a single

experience.  

 

Stated as pragmatically as

possible, norepinephrine,

dopamine, and endorphin creation

by students means classroom

presentations, educational

experiences, and learning

architecture should be facilitated

puzzles, gamified experiences, or

flow-inducing moments.   

  

Audience-centric problems,

punctuated by tension building

narrative, woven around focus

shifting boredom busters should

result in audiences assembling the

pattern on their own – not

manufactured the facilitator – in

order to achieve maximum

retention, connection, and

ultimately, learning. 

 

In the final part of the Teach Better

series, we will wrap up with an

umbrella term: Active Learning. We

will look at what is, what is not,

and why defining active learning is

both difficult but important.  
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Attention Blindness -

Confirmation Bias - Prospect

Theory - Active Learning 

 

How does one know what

they don’t know?  Is your

approach to a problem the

best approach to a problem?

Can we be too focused? 

  Practically stated, people will avoid

known losses to optimize for

certain wins due to the pain

associated with loss, even if those

losses would lead to greater wins

in the end.  Or through another

lens, most people would take $50

(guaranteed) over a 90% chance of

receiving $100, due to factors like

uncertainty and risk aversion.

Another seemingly extreme

example exacerbated by outside

sources (like the 24 hours news

cycle reporting predatory stories

with great regularity), a mother

might easily believe there is a

pedophile in every neighborhood

household, reinforcing their belief

that no place in the world is safe

for their child.  

As noted previously in this series,

human beings tend to believe that

they know better than most, act

better than most, and think better

than most.  Likewise, Nobel Prize

winning authors of books like

“Nudge (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008)”

describe                             , another

Nobel prize winning theory by

Daniel Kahneman, which explains

(among other things) that humans

are very bad at inferential statistics.

People tend to make decisions,

even extremely important ones

around money, family, or even

legality, based on emotional values

more than scientific, predictive

values.  This is true of everyone,

including statisticians.  Humans

over-weight small probabilities to

the point of influence on a

consistent basis. 

“What the human being is best at doing
is interpreting all new information so
that their prior conclusions remain
intact.”  --Warren Buffet 
 

Humans over-weight

small probabilities to

the point of influence

on a consistent basis 

prospect theory

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/prospect-theory/
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Cathy N Davidson adds to this

conversation in the book, “Now

You See It (2012)” as she describes

attention blindness.                           

                  can be considered both

a cognitive science as well as a

cognitive psychology issue,

whereby people focus intently on

one thing, while being “blind” to

other things.  Our brains need to

work this way or sensory overload

would prevent productivity.  Yet, as

Davidson points out, attention

blindness can be seriously limiting

in our ability to solve complex

problems, collaborate with others

while avoiding group-think, even

think critically. 

 

 

While this question can be

answered quickly, if not

dismissively, it is an important

question to answer thoughtfully,

from a learning perspective.  But

an answer may be harder to find

than one might think as there is

little community agreement from

the teaching profession regarding

how to answer this question.

Ambiguity surrounds the notion of

active learning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A simple Google query for this

question will result in almost 200

million hits, with the           

defining active learning as any

instructional method which

“engages” learners.  So, an already

amorphous concept contains

equally ambiguous term like

'engagement'.  

Which is all a setup for the final

Teach Better Series concept of

Active Learning.  At the heart of

this series is an assumption, if not

an earnest question.  What is

active learning?  Does confirmation

bias cloud our judgment regarding

this crucial issue?  Do we struggle

with prospect theory, over-

weighting small measures as we

evaluate the engagement level of

students?  Is our attention

blindness of subject matter

clouding our ability to note

meaningful interaction between

the students and the topic?  

Attention blindness can

be seriously limiting in

our ability to solve

complex problems 

                                     Attention

blindness

top result
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Platforms such as LinkedIn or

Twitter see more disparity.               

               (a seasoned educator,

researcher, and the Director of

Digital Learning across the

University of Wisconsin system)

asks her vast network to define

and explain active learning.  She

facilitates several social media

conversations asking if digital

learning is active by nature?  How

is active learning defined, what is

the theoretical underpinning

behind it, and what is an

appropriate methodological

approach?   The answers are

varied, including shallow, deep,

narrow, and wide responses.  

 

Publishers, societies, and consortia

alike answer the question

differently.  Vanderbilt’s                   

                 expresses active learning

as something that creates

excitement in the classroom.  (Yet

failing to explain how excitement

is measured.) The                               

                    graduate connections

site suggests, “Anything that

involves students in doing things

and thinking about the things they

are doing” is a form of active

learning.” 

 

What should readers of the Teach

Better Series take away regarding

active learning?  We believe two

things matter.     

 

First, regarding attention

blindness, confirmation bias, and

prospect theory, the best

educators realize that expertise in

active learning suggests the more

we know, the more we should

realize the less we know. 

 

No master teacher gets it right

every time.  The variables of

students, background, subject

matter, and hundreds of other

things mean active learning must

be dealt with uniquely,

contextually.  While scale is

achievable and measurement is

possible, architects of active

learning should likely marry the

most effective practices from both

learning-science based teaching as

well as curriculum, but  including

non-cognitive strategies too.  

 

The second thing this series has

tried to illuminate, is how to start

defining active learning.  If it is true

that active learning is a frame,

then (as this Teach Better Series

suggests) frames are made up of

mechanics.  Active learning is the

(hard to measure) goal, but the

outcomes or potentially objectives

(which are far easier to measure)

include crucial concepts like

desirable difficulties, chemical

cocktails, and disequilibrium.  

                                           Centre for  

Teaching

                                               Tanya

Joosten

                                University of

Nebraska's
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Expert practitioners like                   

           ,                            ,                 

all approach active learning

uniquely, but their mechanics

apply to the brain science of

gamification, the “do first” notion

of generative learning, the learning

catalyst of a truly compelling

question, and more.   Active

learning mechanics were even

leveraged by Derek Muller, whose

PhD dissertation asked what it

takes to create an “engaging”

learning video, which became the

basis for                    , a YouTube

channel dedicated to science

videos.  

 

So, while active learning is not

necessarily easy to define, it is not

difficult to see, nor even         .  (A

classroom                  more like a

coffee shop than a library might be

a lighthouse signal of active

learning.)  Regardless of how easy

active learning is to measure, the

parts that make up the whole can

be intentionally, strategically

leveraged in any learning context.  

 

This Teach Better Series hopes to

bring some new concepts to the

conversation of teaching and

learning.  Intentional, pro-active

use of cognitive science, learning

research, and effective practices in

education technology should help 

master teachers produce

remarkable results.  We trust you

have a heaping helping of summer

reading for the next few years.  But

as we finish, here are two parting

thoughts to consider. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First, 'master instruction' or

perhaps better framed as learning

architecture is not easy.  The old

adage of “those who cannot do,

teach” is simply not accurate.

Those who 'cannot do' might very

well be able to talk or lecture or

drone on…but they likely cannot

teach.  Teaching implies learning

and learning is very complex,

indeed.                              are always

on the lookout for new ways to

conceptualize, new methods by

which to make things clear, and

better ways to make learning stick.

 (But this never-ending journey is

highly rewarding when staying on

the path.) 

 

The second important concept to

remember is that the more these

mechanics and frames are

leveraged, the easier they are to

use.  Just like any human activity,

the more you do something, the

easier it becomes to see,

deconstruct, strategize, and

implement.  As noted, interleaving

is a great example of this.   

 

 

 

 

                                           Dan 

Meyer                          Gordon Sanson Chris Dede

Veritasium

hear

sounding

Master teachers
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In many classrooms interleaving,

which has been rigorously shown

to be a better learning design

strategy, is very uncomfortable for

both learners and practitioners at

first.  It simply "feels wrong”

initially. But, if a master teacher

commits to the strategy (based on

the overwhelming evidence of its

effectiveness), eventually they will

see its efficacy, which will likely

soon translate to students as well.

What was frustration will turn to

habit which in turn can become

efficiency, if not innovation.  But

just like our students, we must give

ourselves time to experiment,

practice, revise, gain feedback, and

fail.  Perhaps at the end of the day,

that is how to best “define” active

learning, both for the teacher and

for the student. 

 

We hope you have enjoyed this

Teach Better series.  Please feel

free to share any of the ideas or

concepts with your colleagues or

other practitioners you may come

across.  In the never-ending quest

for student success, we hope the

ideas and techniques described

here will inspire you as an

educator but also that you will find

them to be nice additions to your

teaching toolkit.  
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